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                  Unlock your potential in sharing Islam

                  Get your free account
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        						Welcome to The Messengers of Peace Academy

        						 Embrace
    your duty to invite others to Islam through Da'wah. Join our online courses,
    designed to equip you with the knowledge and skills for effective Da'wah.  
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 						Say, ˹O Prophet,˺ “This is my way. I invite to Allah with insight—I and those who follow me. Glory be to Allah, and I am not one of the polytheists.” 12:108
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 						Our Mission

                                                The Messengers of Peace Academy delivers tailored, interactive online training for Muslims, focusing on essential Da'wah skills and knowledge.
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  						Why Choose Us?

  						

  					

  				

  			

  			


				
					
				

				
					Innovative Strategies

					Access the best strategies, techniques, and skills for successful Da'wah on any device, anywhere.

				

			

      






				
					
				

				
					Completely Free Courses

					Enjoy structured, engaging courses with live sessions, e-books and exclusive resources totally free with no hidden costs.

				

			

      






				
					
				

				
					Captivating Videos

					Experience high-quality, informative videos with compelling animation.
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  						Featured Courses

  						

  					

  				

  			

  			


				
					
				

				
					Da'wah Essentials

					Learn about the 6-step GORAP method for effective Da'wah, and discover the tools of da’wah, including creating professional projects, teams, and structures.


				

			

      






				
					
				

				
					Caller Characteristics

					Explore the crucial characteristics for an inspiring caller to Islam, like sincerity, patience, and wisdom.

				

			

      






				
					
				

				
					Professional Development

					Master communication, body language, and projecting a confident, inspiring message.

				

			

      






				
					
				

				
					Da'wah Techniques

					Learn powerful techniques to build rapport and persuade skeptics, using concepts like ‘cognitive dissonance’ and ‘reactance theory.

				

			

      






				
					
				

				
					Explaining the Message

					Develop coherent responses to critics and become an effective caller with ‘The Golden Rule of Da’wah’ and ‘The Muhammad Equation’.

				

			

      






				
					
				

				
					Evidence for God

					Delve into scriptural and rational arguments for God's existence, addressing objections and engaging in meaningful conversations.
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          						Meet our Instructors
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                    Shaykh Kamal El Mekki

                    

                    Shaykh Kamal combines his ground-breaking teaching style with his own dash of humour, certain to leave students feeling at ease and entertained, but above all skilled and empowered. Educated at the hands of numerous prominent Islamic scholars from across the world, Shaykh Kamal also has dynamic experience in the secular world.
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                    Shaykh Abu Eesa Niamatullah

                    

                    Shaykh Abu Eesa was Born in London and he studied Pharmacy, Anthropology, Arabic, Islamic Law and the Qur’an. He was the original founder of ‘Prophetic Guidance’ (PG) and still remains as the main teacher presenting PG’s classes and events such as the famous “Last Testament” play; his popular commentary to ‘al-Adab al-Mufrad’ class is still aired today on Islamic TV channels. He is also the Vice-Chair of the Al-Qalam Sharī‘ah Panel, the UK’s premier fatwa body for legal and financial concerns.
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                    Shaykh Alaa Elsayed

                    

                    Shaykh Alaa has studied for his Bachelors in Sharīʿah and has earned a scholarship from the Shari’ah Academy in Egypt/Florida. Shaykh Alaa has also received his ijāzah of Qurʾan recitation for Ḥafṣ ʿan ʿĀṣim, studied comparative religion and was on the board of directors of the World Assembly of Muslim Youth. Shaykh Alaa is a member of the Canadian Council of Imams as well as a member of Horizon Interfaith Communication Media Council.
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                    Ustadh Abdurraheem Green

                    

                    One of the most notable names in Da’wah, Ustadh Abdurraheem Green embraced Islam over 20 years ago and spent many years at Speakers’ Corner in Hyde park, where he made his name as an inspirational orator. He has been delivering talks nationwide including universities during this time, and also on international platforms, such as the Peace Conference in Mumbai. Ustadh Abdurraheem is a founding member of iERA.
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                    Ustadh Hamza Tzortzis

                    

                    Hamza Andreas Tzortzis is the author of The Divine Reality: God, Islam & The Mirage of Atheism. He is a public speaker, instructor and essayist. His educational accolades include MRes, MA & PgCert Phil and is a PhD candidate. He is the Founder and CEO of Sapience Institute and co-founder of Visionaries 2024.
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                    Shaykh AbdurRaheem McCarthy

                    

                    Shaykh AbdurRaheem McCarthy graduated from the Arabic Institute and then from the faculty of Da’wah, Islamic University of Madinah. He lectures internationally and also appears on several satellite channels. Shaykh McCarthy has now decided to follow his roots and is living in Ireland, while supporting da’wah projects internationally. 
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                    Shaykh Fahad Tasleem

                    

                    Shaykh Fahad Tasleem serves as the lead instructor of iERA US. His diverse study & research interests include Qur’anic Studies, Da’wah, Islamic & Comparative Theology, Behavioural Economics, Economic History, and Arabic Linguistics. Fahad holds a bachelors in Economics and a Masters in Business Taxation.
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                    Imran Hussein

                    

                    Imran Hussein is an outreach specialist who has focused on delivering reminders and lectures online, in Mosques and across university campuses in the UK. His major focus is on bringing greater Qur’anic discourse into everyday da’wah activities.
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                    						Sheikhs Testimonials
                                                        
                                  See what our sheikhs have to say about their experience with The Messengers of Peace Academy.
                                                        

                    						
                    					

                    				

                    			

                      			
                      				
					                       
                    
        							
        								
        									

        									Messengers of Peace brings you fresh new Da'wah courses from experienced Du'at. Du'ats who have been applying their different techniques, angles and experiences and then teaching them to you. What a great opportunity!
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        									Sheikh

                                                                                Kamal El Mekki
    
        								

        							

        						

                    
        							
        								
        									

        									The question is, why Da'wah? Well, it's something that if you taste it, you will never want to let it go. Da'wah should be number one in your list.
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        									Sheikh

                                                                                Alaa Elsayed
    
        								

        							

        						

                    
        							
        								
        									

        									Dawah is an obligation. Messengers of Peace Academy is an excellent platform to help you fulfill that obligation. Get involved and help change your life and the lives of others for the better.
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        									Sheikh

                                                                                Abdurraheem Green
    
        								

        							

        						

                    
        							
        								
        									

        									What makes MOPA unique is the fact that each instructor brings their own style and approach and this is very beneficial for the Da’i who is concerned with the content and the delivery of the content.
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        									Sheikh

                                                                                Fahad Tasleem
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                    						Student Testimonials
                                                        
                                  See what our students have to say about their experience with The Messengers of Peace Academy.
                                                        

                    						
                    					

                    				

                    			

                      			
                      				
					                       
                    
        							
        								
        									

        									No amount of words can really explain how rich the courses are. It is better than I imagined! The program has improved me immensely
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        									Student

                                                                                AbdulKabir Alabi 
    
        								

        							

        						

                    
        							
        								
        									

        									Any person who has an interest in Dawah should take this course! I am pretty sure this will serve him as a good foundation.
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        									Student

                                                                                Imaduddin Sayeed
    
        								

        							

        						

                    
        							
        								
        									

        									This is a good program because it is a great help to those who have little experience in da'wah. It's easy to understand because every minute of the video is precise and short. This program is especially helpful for those who intend to enter the field of da'wah.
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        									Student

                                                                                Salman Hasan
    
        								

        							

        						

                    
        							
        								
        									

        									My experience has been incredible. All the teachers are awesome. I literally enjoyed my course so much. The methods are easy and beautiful!.
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        									Student

                                                                                Abdul Lateef
    
        								

        							

        						

                    
        							
        								
        									

        									Probably one of my favorite programs as it touches on every aspect of Islam in some form or another. The lecturers are funny, engaging, and explain the topics well.
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        									Student

                                                                                Naseem Zainah
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 						WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

                                                Join today To find out more about The Messengers of Peace Academy get in touch. Contact us today.
    
 						 GET FREE ACCESS TODAY
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      					Contact us

      					Connect with us to learn more about our free online courses, designed to help you become an effective caller to Islam.
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Empower your Da’wah journey with free, interactive training at The Messengers of Peace Academy. Our high-quality explainer videos make learning engaging and accessible.
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                	Terms and Conditions
	Communications Policy
	Data Protection Policy
	Speakers Policy
	Extremism Policy
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